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WESGATE MALL
905 UNION St.
BANGOR MAINE
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All THE '22' Marantz
Reciever Line
MARANTZ
MARANTZ
MARANTZ
MARANTZ

2220
2230
2246
2270

Now
229.95
299.95
379.95
459.95

MARANTZ 1030 AMP
PAIR DYNACO A25 Speakers
PHILIPS GA-407 Empire Cartridge

List
299.95
399 95
499.95
599.95

DYNACO Stereo 80 Power Amp
40 Watts RMS Per channel
Now $114.95 List $199.95

SPEAKERS
EMPIRE JUPITER 6500 11

MM.

COMPLETELY WEATHERPROOF
CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
FREO RESPONSE 30 Hz - 20 KHz
NOW 127.95
LIST 149 95
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GIVE AWAYS

RECTILINEAR X-1-A
2 WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
FREQ. RESPONSE 42 Hz - 18 KHz
Power Capacity 40 Watts RMS
HIGH EFFICIENCY SYSTEM
NOW 74 95 LIST 89.95

TO BE DRAWN SEPT 18

AD PHONES
MARANTZ SO-5
NOW 29.95
SE-1-S MARANTZ
ELECTROSTIC
NOW 99.95 LIST 129.95
Stanton Dynaphase 60
Stereo Headphones
2-way
very comfortable
NOW 43.95
List 59 95

WARNING
Buying from Stereo Warehouses can be
dantprousi Mereetz end othiw quality equipment
must be bougnt iron+ an authorized &Wier 'Of the
loarranty to be good
Suring trent imairtherized Oesiers via veld yew
seerrenty
Commotion Whe be row ge t ifsembeiNno gam
IMMO with Tour equipment?
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Underemployment looms
p.2
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Don't let this tranquil view of Bangor
Community College fool you. Things are
happening. For the step by step account of
how BCC is picking its own way. see pp
10-11.
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Forty six per cent of '14 graduates underemployed
Forty six per cent of last year's UMO
graduates are under-emplo.ed and are still
actively seeking work in their major field.
Last year's graduates of the College of
Arts and Sciences were on the bottom in
tob hunting. Only 16 per cent of the liberal
arts students registered with Career
Planning and Placement found a job
mivolving their major area of study. This
contrasts sharply with the 73 per cent in
engineering and science. 45 per cent in
business administration. and 39 per cent in
education who were successful in finding
jobs.
The reasons for disparities, according to
the Director of Career Planning and
Placement Adrian Sewall, is because the
College of Arts and Sciences does not aim
for specialization. It is up to the student. he

by Betty Bangs
said, to develp whatever skills he can
acquire by taking elective or by finding a
job involving his major study, while stifle in
college.
Even though the job prospects upon
graduation are not very good. the
enrollment in the College of Arts and
Sciences continues to increase, he noted.
Engineering and accounting, besides
being high-specialized fields of study, are
also skills in larg demand now. Sewall said.
One alternative open to many students in
liberal arts is graduate school. Over half of
the students who went to graduate school
last year from UMO were liberal arts
majors. he pointed out.
"That is the only place where they can

get a specialized degree, and sometimes it
takes a PhD." Sewall explained.
The College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture also had poor placement. only
23 per cent of its graduates found a job,
either using their major, or teaching.
"There just isn't he demand; a college
degree is no longer a guarantee that
there's a job waiting for you when you
graduate," Sewall continued.
Although bleak now, the employment
picture is still much better than it was in
1970, one of the worst years for job
seekers, claimed Sewall. "We have 25
more companies listed with us than last
year." However, he said, two large
companies recently cancelled all interviews
with college graduates for the next year.
One of these companies. New England
Telephon had been registered with Career
Planning and Placement for six years.
"If it keeps up like this, 1 just don't know
what will happen." said the Director.
Student unwillingness to move, and
attachments caused by marriages or plans
to marry also limit the job market for many
graduates. Sewall said but the major
problem is that the graduate wants to work
in his major area. Only a handful of people
end up working in the area they majored
in. he added.

A college degree is not wasted, even if it
doesn't guarantee a job. Sewall continued.
The social experience and some good solid
elective courses, such as a business course
will help a student develop skills.
"The value of liberal arts is that it gives
the student the chance to explore, to learn
a little about many areas," he explained.
There are many job openings if the
student doesn't limit himself to his major
field, Sew-all said. The fields of banking,
sales, computer programming are wide
open. If a student wants to work using his
major, job experience is practically
mandatory he added.
One of the first things a company looks
for in an applicant is his qualifications and
his acquired technical skills in that fields.
Sewall advised students to start thinking
about finding a summer job or a job on
campus relative to his major, freshman or
sophmore.
He
said
extracurricular
activities can also help develop skills, such
as volunteer social work or even working
for the campus radio station.
The Department of Career Planning and
Placement does not place people. Sewall
explained. It only helps students find areas
that are available to graduates. The
student takes the initiative to set up the
interview's with the companies that he
wants to work for

Candidate LonFley rejects
university officials actions
Longley claimed there is an imperative
need in Maine and in the nation for a strong
Independent gubernatorial candidate "third party as a viable alternative to the
James Longley charged the "bureaucracy" existing choices presented by the present
of the University of Maine with rejecting all two-party system.- He buttressed this
cost survey recommendations which would statement by pointing out that in the most
recent Maine gubernatorial primary. the
have cut costs in the university system.
Longley. speaking before students in
Republican winner received 16.3 per cent of
UMO political science classes Wednesday, the vote, and the Democratic winner only 15
said.''rejection of these recommendations per cent.
This situation "presents itselfclearly as a
resulted in a tuition increase which the
case of the right man kning. or the wrong
student was forced to absorb."
man winning. The people need another
••We told the university they were
choice.- the Independent claimed.
wasting brick and mortar." the former head
Longley commented that milk price-setof the Maine Management and Cost Survey
should be eliminated, and said he was
ting
to
stop
didn't
say
reported.
"We
(MMCS)
building. What we said was make better "hung up" on the question of legalization of
marijuana because "I was a foster father to
to
explained, referring
he
use.'•
child who ended up in the state hospital
a
construction under way At UMO.
what started with marijuana.from
Chancellor
Longley challenged UM
Donald McNeil to a public debate on the
"The people who broke the law must pay
Orono campus to discuss the validity of the
declared.
Cost Survey. adding. "I hope he will the price." he
to heal the nation's wounds.•*
time
"It
is
accept."
he admitted. "but not with a tool of
Commenting on the recent pardon of
anarchy." He went on to label those who
former President Richard Nixon. Longley
encouraged desertion as "street crimisaid he firmly believes in the axiom "we are
In
nals."
a nation of laws, and not of men."
Longley told students he voted against
Nixon's case, he said the law should have
the public power proposal and is against the
been allowed to follow its due course.
Dickey-Lincoln power project. As an
"Then. if the courts found him guilty,
would plead for his pardon. But not environmentalist, he said he questions the
merits of the project's energy benefits when
before," he explained.
weighed against the ecological conseOn the question of amnesty for deserters
and draft evaders. Longley stood firm. quences.
Kirt Bradford

In order to get to class, students
must cross the bridge spanning an
eight food deep ditch during the

construction of the new MathEnglish complex
rowlion photo

Completion date extended
on university construction
by Jobs Sadl
The construction of the new English.
Math Budding and Computer Center is
holding its own and e.en manages to take
an occasional right cross and jab at public
enemy number one, inflation.
Alan D. Lewis. director of Engineering
Services, reported with the exception of a 30
day extension on the final completion date.
construction of the complex is on schedule
and in line with the $1.9 million contract
awarded Jefferson Construction Corp. last
spring. Engineering Services, a branch of
the university, acts as a check on
contractors hired by the university making
sure the terms and specifications of the
contract are met.
Lew is cited Oct. I. 1975 as the projected
completion date instead of the original date
of Sept. I. 1975.the extension results from
an early bout with inflation the project
suffered. Lewis said.
Last spring before the complex was open
to bid, rising construction costs forced the
building committees of the math and
English departments to accept a proposal
stating the fourth floor of the main building
and the second floor of the attached
computer center would remain unfinished
shells. The money appropriated for the
building by referendum in Nov. 1972 was
determined insufficient to complete the
complex by Sept. 1975. Rather than alter
ti the approved plans by decreasing the size of

the building and in \tiring full completion of
the structure, the original plans were kept.
delaying the finish date for those two floors.
According to Lewis. the funds needed to
complete the second floor of the computer
center have now been located. •'and in
compliance with the terms of the contract. a
15-day extension has been granted. The
other 15-day extension comes from a
decision (or redecision) to complete the
"penthouse" on the roof which will house
the building's ventilation units. In 'Catch
22'fashion, the units had been re-located on
the fourth floor since that floor will remain
unfinished. However, if and when the
fourth floor is completed. a noise problem
would have been generated by the
ventilation units,so the committees decided
to again relocate the units on the roof
With a portion of the foundation already
poured, the outline of the new building can
be seen taking shape between Barrows and
Jenness Halls and East Annex.
The English-Math building will be
oriented north-south, roughly parallel to
Flagstaff Rd. the departmental division of
the building is vertical, with English located
in the north half of each floor, and
mathematics in the south half.
In addition to the complexes for the two
department chairmen, the main building
will house 72 faculty offices. 12 classrooms.
and a mathematics laboratory accommodating 60 students similar in design to the
• EXTENDED DATE • see page 4

Police employ radar unit
to regulate campus traffic
The UMO campus police have acquired a
radar unit in an attempt to slow down
campus traffic.
"We're borrowing a radar unit from the
town of Orono." Alan Reynolds, director of
police and safety on campus, stated
Monday."Ihe purpose ot the radar is to
make people slow down, not to enable the
police to make more arrests.The radar belongs to the town of Orono,
and the campus police have use of it,
according to Reynolds. just about anytime
they want it, free of charge.
"Prior to getting the radar, cars on
campus had been under survey in
reference to speed. and where the
speeding was being done," said Reynolds.
Long. straight stretches of road, such as
Munson Road. which runs by Estabrooke
Hall and Lengyel Hall. the women's gym,
are areas in which most speeding occurs.
The radar will be set up along Munson
Road. as well as other areas with a high
degree of pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

such as Long Road, which stretches from
Hilltop Complex to the Memorial Gym.
Reynolds said anyone caught by the
radar exceeding the 20 m.p.h. speed limit
will be issued a warning. He hope the
warnings will work to slow down the traffic
on campus. He warned, however, "If we
deem it necessary, people will be charged
with violating speed limits and given
tickets."
Since the end of August. there have been
three accidents on campus. One involved a
car leaving the road behind Oxford Hall
while traveling at approximately 45 m.p.h.
The other two accidents involved collisions
between automobiles and bicycles. No one
was seriously injured in these mishaps.
"If there is any doubt in the officer's
mind as to whether a speeder should
receive a warning or a summons, the
benefit of the doubt will go to the
motorist'. Hilchev added. "We're not out
to lock up the entire teaching staff and
student body."

•
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International club elects
Gambian as new president
Pa Louis Gomez. a 29 year-old business
major from Banjul, the Gambia. is the
newly elected president of the International Club.
Consisting mostly of students from
foreign countries, the International Club is
a campus organization whose main
purpose is to promote international
awareness on the part of UMO students.
and to aid foreign students on campus in
their adjustment to the American culture.

interested foreign and American students,
this Saturday at ':30 p.m. in the Damn
Yankee Room. Also, there will be a general
meeting of the club on Thursday. Sept.
19th at 7:30 p.m in the International
Lounge.

AUTO SLALOM—UMO Motor Club
auto slalom will begin a 1 p.m. Registration
at noon in the steam plant parking lot.

What's on
FRIDA1 SEPT. 13

MONDAY, SEPT. 16
"Paper
MOVIE—MUAB
presents
Moon". Shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
Hauck. Admission 7S cents.
DANCE—Block party behind Sig Ep
featunng "Redwood" from 9 to I a.m.
Sponsored by The, Tep. Sig Ep and Theta
Chi.
MEETING—Wilde-Stein Club meeting
at 7 p.m. in the Coe Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
MEETING—Meeting of Inter-VArsity
Christian Fellowship at 6:30 p.m. in the
Bangor Room of the Memorial Union. All
are welcome.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 14

"Our main goal is to get foreign students
together more closely and base closer
relationships with our fellow American
students." says Gomez.

SOCCER—Jersey City State at Maine.
MOVIE—MUAB presents •'Easy Rider". Shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in Hauck.
Admission 75 cents.

The club's activities this sear v.ill
include meetings, seminars for Maine high
school students, films and dances. and
coordination of activities with the Foreign
Student Advisor. Carl Mayhew Gomez
says that in addition an International Fair
is tentatively scheduled for December

SUNDAY, SEPT. 15
MEETING—Meeting of golf team
candidates at 6:30 p.m. in the gym lobby.
BRUNCH—There will be a Hillel brunch
at 11 a.m. in the Ford Room of the
Memorial Union.

SERVICES—Rosh Hashonah services in
Old Town are 6:30 p.m. Rides will be
provided. For more information call Lenora
Leibowitz. 1 Beech Street. Orono. at
866-7756.
MEETING—Student Art League meeting in Carnegie Hall lobby at 7 p.m.
PUNCH PARTY—All women invited by
Gamma Sigma Sigma service sorority. 7
p.m in the Coe Lounge.

The James Montgomery Band will
appear at the Memorial Gymnasium
Thursday, September 19th at 8:00 p.m.
Performing with them will he the Jeff
Joseph Group.
The James Montgomery Band is a fast
boogie-blues band from Boston. Montgomery has played in Bangor previously
along with Johnny Winter.
The concert in sponsored by the
University of Maine student government
Tickets are S3.50 in advance. S4.00 at the
door, and may be purchased at Viners
Music Store in Bangor or outside the Bears
Den in the Union.
MIENNIM
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Used Paperbacks

On Vacation EXCHANGE
Sept 15-Oct 15 BOOKSTORE
But well be back milist-cc.rfler

e Amin m

Main st.
ORONO

tfl musintimmumommisin In Ill uiu
7

BREWER
AUCTION ROOMS
SAVE MONEY
Oil lamps and parts. We sell
every part available
Box springs innerspring mattresses
10 '15 '20 '25
Complete bunk beds with innerspring
s74o Double Set
mattresses
Several rebuilt TV'S '40 to '50
Reconditioned and tested refrigerators freezers
dishwashers, as stoves oil space heaters, clothes
washers. wood cookstoves and wood or coal
heaters all these from S20 00 up

Extension service wants
more student involvement
The hope that more students will become
involved in public services provided by the
university's Cooperative Extension Service
is one of the primary concerns of Bruce
Poulton. vice president of Research and
Public Services here at the University of
Maine.
Helping with municipal problems.
working with the economically disadvan•
taged. aiding small businessmen. and
"even helping out the old lady down the
street with her rose bush that won't grow ,"
are some of the areas public services
include. commented Poulton
"Public services pros ides a student with
a meaningful job and learning experience.
and there is plenty of job opportunity
as ailable.•• he added.
Poulton reported
several hundred
students are needed to work in these areas
One of the major criterion for employment
is that the student must work out a system
of obtaining academic credit through
consultation with his major advisor. This
has been troublesome, but not altogether
impossible in the past

Although "quite a few" students worked
for academic credit last year. some
professors don't have much faith in some
of the advisors the students have out in the
field. according to Poulton.
If a trend &Yelps that students are
consistently denied field experience for
academic credit. Poulton sees the rise of
"righteou indignation" on the part of the
students.
"Student pressure on the facults to
permit academic credit out in the field will
probably come about due to this." Poulton
explained.
Poulton likes the idea of students
working outside the classroom for credit.
"They are put into real-life situations with
real-life problems." contends Poulton.
pointing out there is one public service
office in each county. including three in
Aroostook County.
Poulton. whose office is in 21 Coburn
Hall. hopes in the future the number of
employes in public services wi1l jump from
200,000 to 250,000. This would make a
ratio of one public service worker for ever'
four people in the state of Maine.
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Porta-B
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CAMPUS
CLASSIFIEDS

827-2880

Five cents a word.
50 cent minimum.

I KEGS-ICE-COLD WINES
Reasonable Prices]

at

IL
I

WADLEIGH'S STORE
Stillwater Ave.. Old Town

827-5504

OPEN 8- 30-11 .30 Mon-Thurs Fri till Midnight; Sat-Sun 7am-midnight.

,sinooth and

Paperback & hardback books
DT 15 25'

lovely

Anything and everything in antique and collectible
dishes, tools, silver, glass, iewelry, furniture

BREWER AI (TION ROOMS
End Of The New Bridge
Open 7 11as Weekly From 9 to 7
Largest Shriti In Maine
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radiomatic electrolysis
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•
Shirley Schneider

sri

• Doctors references
• Free consultations

electrolysis specialist
942 0781
192 Norfolk St., Bangor •*,
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PIRG plans service as
campus resource center
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by Kate Anse
Having opened its doors on campus for a
second year. PIRO (Public Interest
Research Group) will be moving in a new
direction this semester with plans to serve
as an educational resource center for
students, faculty. and professionals on
campus.
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The new Math-English building. currently under construction
behind Shit)les Hall, is shown
here in the architect's model.

been
has
date
Completion
extended due to the penthouse
ventilation unit, though.

Extended date due•,partially
to penthouse ventilation unit
• continued from page 2
foreign language laboi awry on the second
floor of Little Hall. Included in the main
building w ill be student work rooms.
reading rooms. scimitar rooms and a
calculator roorn.
tangential to the English %k n g and facing
the Student Health Center will be a lecture
wing housing two large lecture halls, one
seating .150 students and the other seating
100 students. The two-story Computer
Center w ill be attached at right angles to the
math wing of the main building and face
Crosby laboratory.
A chief adsantage of the new facility for
both departments is that it will bring
department members under one roof. Math
and English are two of the largest
departments on campus And both currently
conduct classes or have faculty offices in
nearly every other buildincon campus.

Professor Clayton W. Dodge. of the math
department, claims the new building will
help relieve the current shortage of faculty
offices and help Ale% iate the scheduling
headache of finding a room on campus Null
adequate blat kboard space needed for a
math
Professor Robert S. Hunting. chairman
of the English department, stressed the
lack of office space now forcing doubling
and tripling in English faculty offices and
others. effectit ely limits teacher-student
counselling and in-office class preparation.
Both Dodge and Hunting noted the total
instilsement of many department members
ith the architects in the effort to arnye at a
building "just right'. for both departments:
so much so that math and English faculty
are w illing to delay total completion of the
plan rather than have an inflation-reduced
version of the building in the near future.

Willy Willette. chairperson of the Orono
PIRG. said investigations into matters of
public concern will continue, but PIRG's
activities will be expanded to include work
shops, seminars, and the resource center.
"We want to go out and reach the
students rather than wait for them to come
to us." Willem: said. Noting that a paid
public relations position will be opening in
the PIRG office stain. the UM student said
he wants to make PIRG "very visible" on
campus.
Pat Lemen,state chairperson of the PIRG
board. said she would like to see PIRG
:lens nit-, In aok out into the community so
people with more time available than
students usually have could work on PIRG
projects. She added. though. that PIRG
remains a student organiiation and is
becoming more so. since it is not now
relying as hcayily on the three paid staff
members in Augusta to conduct research.
"One of the first things kk kk ant to do this
year is teach students how to do research
and how to use the library." she said.
Workshops in research techniques will he
offered this semester, as well as seminars
on lobbying. labor, the media, women's
rights, and the kk ater conference.
Acting as a resource center. the PIRG
office will be lending out information
reports and research compiled last year.
including investigations into banking.
social sertices. pollution control, and illegal

advertising. The Orono office will also refer
students to other sources of information.
According to Willette, "PIRG has contacts
in almost any field in the state."
Last year, the all volunteer PIRG staff at
Orono helped in compiling a banking
handbook which is now in its fourth
printing. A handbook of voters rights.
including the rights of students, was
published last year and will be published
again this year. This summer the
university's PIRG office employed two
interns who researched the state's present
property taxation system and air and water
pollution. Included in this investigation was
a study of the proposed addition to the St.
Regis paper mill in Bucksport. A survey of
the state's nursing home is investigating
the civil rights of patients. and another
study is investigating the restructuring of
utility rates, including the proposed rate
increases for the Central Maine Power
Company.
Lemen is quick to note, however, that all
projects need
not be long term.
"Cookbook" projects entailing two wet ks
of research can be assigned to interested
students, and students are welcome to
submit their own ideas. Willette explained
all work done in the office is voluntary and
faculty interest this fall is almost greater
than student interest. "We want to be
involved with all sectors of the university
community . We want to include next the
interests of the professionals on campus
who often are the ignored segments on
campus."
Although no figures are yet ay ailable.
Lemen estimates 50-60 per cent of Orono
students paid the PIRG fee included on
student tuition bills this fall.
Next week PIRG w ill hold an introductory
meeting in the Totman Room of the
Memonal Union Monday night.
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THE GOVERNOR

GOVERNOR'S

Yes with our Super Food, Super Prices, and Super Service,
We can offer you a good, enjoyable, economical meal. We
oily use the best quality foods in preparing our delicious meals.

GOVERNOR'S BROTHER

CATCH THESE WEEKLY SPECIALS
Tues. & Weds. Thurs. & Sat.
2 pc CHICKEN
HOT DOGS
DINNER
19 cents each
French Fries,
Roll, Cole Slaw
99 cents
How to get here

Friday
FISH FRY
2 pc Fresh Fish
French Fries, roll,
Cole Slaw
75 cents

Sunday
CHAR-BROILED
SIRLOIN STEAK
French Fries or
mashed potato,
cole slaw, roll
$1.99

III GOVERNOR'S
IT0UMWIta.

IL

OUR PRICES ARE THE
SAME AS LAST SEMESTER'S

Governor's
Stillwater ave.. Stillwater 827-4277

GOVERNOR S VVIFE
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Forestry and marine institute plans develop slowly
The Center for the Advanced Study of
Forest Industries and the Center for the
Study of Marine Resources, the two major
Howard
Neville
institutes President
proposed in his convocation address last
January, have not yet matured to ongoing
programs for the 74-75 school year.
According to Bruce Poulton, vice
president for Research and Public
Services, the center for the Advanced
Study of Forest Industries has been shoved
to a back burner on the priorities list. "It
has absolutely and positively not been
discarded,- Poulton explained. We will
without any question implement parts of it
But for now we are letting the idea age.•
he said adding. "It is on simmer.The second center has met with more
success and is plunging ahead in leaps and
bounds. Poulton prophesized the Center
for the Study of Marine Resources will become a reality before the year is out.
A considerable lack of enthusiasm was
seen by Poulton as the cause in the stalling
of the forest industries center. The original
idea of the program was to bring both the
School of Forest Resources and the Pulp
and Paper Institute under an umbrella
organization. he explained.
Poulton said the directors of both

IllfttLL
I STORE HOURS:

soz.:::::,7.

programs voiced the opinion that both were
There are some problem elements
doing fine as separate schools and involved in the implementation of the
indicated it might even hurt them to take a marine center. Among these. Poulton
chance on a new organization at this time. forsees some of the individual programs
The idea may have been a little much to growing so fast it will be difficult to fit
spring on people all of a sudden - them into the structure of the center. There
considering the large economic stakes is also the geography aspect of the
situation. Where should the major location
Poulton added.
The proposed marine center is surging of the operation be. he asked. Numerically.
ahead with new additions such as a marine it seems Orono would be the logical place.
However, the important work being done
extension program, started at Walpole
(home of the Darling Center) as a public at the Darling Center should not be left on
service. Newly established also is a the outside, he pointed out.
Migratory Fish Institute involved in
i•esearching Atlantic salmon. A maritime
Poulton stressed the multi-sided nature
program for undergraduates,
studies
of the problem saying. "It's not as simple
though only in the proposal stage. is
as starting a college or a department It
already offering its first course this
must be fit in so that it keeps in touch with
semester.
In his convocation address Neville
announced the UMO goal to become a
designated sea grant college before 1480.
This goals may become a reality next year.
The university has asked the federal
A research project concerning dormittiry
government for almost one-half million
room sign-up procedures is the first goal
dollars in funding under the title Sea Grant
slated for the Inter-Dorrn Board's Projects
Coherent Project this year. Poulton said
Assistant this year. Deborah Hanky, a
UM() will try for institutional status next
senior in Business Administration, was
year. and if successful hope to hit near the
unanimously elected to the newly-formed
SI million mark in funding for 1975-76.
position by IDB Tuesday night.
Hanley started the first phase of the
project this week She is sending letters to
over 270 schools throughout the country
requesting information on their room
t.
selection procedure. special rooming
facilities for the handicapped. housing
f 47:
contract. room and hoard costs, and the
services rendered by their residential
system. I he results of the sure, will be
studied. synthesized. and presented to
10B•s Housing Committee.
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•'lhis isn't a random survey. All of the
schools
be chosen very carefully.Hanley said. "I'll try to diyide the number
eyenlY between colleges and universities.
Ell cover small schools and some of the
larger schools. I'm going to stick to basic
four-year non-specialty schools.•• Hanky
explained.
Last year's room sign up system
required each student to find a roommate
before requesting a room When students
failed to find roommates they were not
allow ed to ret urn to the dormitory this War.
think that students ha'. e' enough to do
Anhout ha. mg the hassle to find a
roommate in order to %I d% in the dorm.Hanley complained
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Deborah Hadar/
responded the data was orgiiniped into
report form and presented to the housing
staff with a recommendation that the
um% ersit y begin interest housing No action
has set been taken on that retommenda
114111
Ilanics ill he paid SIO0 per semester bc
11)14 She hopes to work on one mow long
prolcut and a short project to follow up her
prey sou, repon on interest housing.
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Me new projects assistant conducted an
indepth research project for the Housing
Office last spring. That study concerned
interest housing, the grouping together of
student, vtith common interests, majors, or
problems. Surveys were sent to 237 schools
in the country asking about their interest in
housing 37 per cent of the schools
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Poulton especially praised the Quartern•
an' Institute saying. "It's a real center of
excellence. We are now trembling on the
brink of being the premiere centea of
quarternary in the United States. It is our
first center of national prominence."
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The president has pledged to actively
support both the Institute for Ouarternarv
Studies and the New-England-Atlantic
Provinces-Quebec Center at UMO. and
Poulton claimed he has indeed done this as
both centers have received additional ter.1
dollars

IDB begins dorm life study
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all aspects of marine study . The center will
cut across everything the university is
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New E & S dean recruiting more female engineers
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the new dean of UMO's College of
Engineering and Sciences, British born
Professor Basil R. Myers. claims "We are
going to get more women into engineering.
'there are some good jobs open for

everyone thinks and that the trends are
reversing.
Increased public concern with the quality
of life and the environment has also been a
burden on technology. Myers added.

55 omen.

Msers, appointed dean last April. plans
to send scouts into high schools to recruit
prospective engineering students. Female
enrollment in the college now stands at 33.
Though female enrollment has doubled
since last year, women are a small
percentage of the MOO students in
Engineering and Sciences.
-In the past three years enrollment
figures for colleges of technology have been
down all over the nation,- admits Myers.
However, he' expects to see 'a boom in
engineering freshmen enrollments. There
has been a 214 per cent additional increase in
freshmen engineering students since last
sear. he said.
"Mans students were turned off in the
last two sears because of NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration)
cutbacks.- Mscrs pointed out. -It scared
esersbods from entering the field.' Fie
contends uncmpl4,y merit in the world of
technology is not as far-reaching as

to.
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Child Development
assists Indians
Mrs. Katherine Musgrove of the Foods
and Nutrition Department has worked for
the past two years on a nutrition education
and food service program instituted in
various schools throughout the state of
Maine. Schools on Indian reservations
were ankeng those areas serviced.
Mrs. Musgrove was asked by the I. held
Development Department to help establish
a routine for the service of meals is the
schools concerned, and to learn what
nutrition lessons were important to
children of different age levels in school
Two meals, breakfast and lunch, were
served to the school children family style

RESEARCH

Basil R. Myers

both st intents and faculty are welcomed as a
step in establishing a logical reason for
restoring the lost hours to the operating
schedule.
"If there arc strong objections to the new
hours. I might try keeping the whole librars
open until 9 p.m..•• he said.
Opening pan ot the library on weekend
(-wrongs is something that Mat-Campbell
would like to ayoid because the library
would just "he running a SIMI% hall.- he
explained.

areas of physical yc mice, biological
science, social science,
humanities,
education, undergraduate. graduate and
two-year work. These awards, which will
he first giyen at the spring commencement
merit will include SSOO to be used for
teaching or research.
In order to determine the needs of the
faculty a questionnaire will be sent to each
member and later graduate assistants will
mien,iew those who did not complete the
quest Kinn airy
"The program will continue over three
years and a good portion depends on
whether the faculty will participate." said
Mr. Jon. I. Young. admmi.tr.ttor of the
program.
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A federally -aided program to look into
teaching methods and establish eight new
faculty awards is now underway at UMO.
Graduate assistants have been hired and a
member from each of the faculties of the
Universities of Vermont. New Hampshire
and Rhode Island have agreed to act as
outside es aluators.
A grant of S46.000 was received in Jul%
to identifs what kinds of innovative
teaching is being done within the
unisersity system. These findings will
eventually be described and published so
that facults members Ma% become aware of
different teaching methods.
In addition, eight new awards for
outstanding faculty members will be in the
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assistant dean next year. The new dean will
affairs.,
be concerned with student
We need someone who the students can
get to all of the time,- he explained. "An
assistant dean would be a liaison between
student-oriented concerns such as admissions, scholarships, registration. and
financial aid."
Commenting on other facets of organization. Myers wonders why physics is in the
College of Arts and Sciences and not in the
Engineering College. "I'd love to have
physics in this college.- "This is where it
belongs."
Myers replaced the former dean. Dr.
Eldred Hough, who left to accept a position
teaching engineering in Saudi Arabia. The
new dean holds degree's in Electrical
Engineering from the University of
Birmingham in England. and a Ph.D. in
electrical engineering from the University
of Illinois at Urbana.

Evaluation program begins
teaching methods research

New library hours reviewed
I he recruits reduced weekend es cuing
hours 317 Fogler I 'bran. 1112% be paroalls
restored. I•nisersits librarian Janie%
MacCampbell said he plans to open the
library Friday and Saturday evenings
during the week before finals.
Mat-Campbell said there must be
reasons shown for keeping the library open
at limes when ft.% students are using it. Mc
cut in hours. closing (tow n the building at tv
P•mFri. and Sat. nights. and opening the
library at II a.m. Saturdas morning
instead of 7:30 a.m., was instituted to %aye
mimes on wages.
the' reduced hours could be restored
during the semester if some organization.
such as the Student Senate. appropriated
the mimes , said MaeCa mpbell. "I'd be sets
grateful if the Senate did so.- but added. "1
malls don't feel it's the student's job to
keep their own library open ••
•The head librarian is skeptical about
making resesions right away, explainer!! he
wants to watt "a week or two- before
considering any changes in hopes that
President Howard R Neville will approsc
the additional money for wages he plans to
ask for.
MaCcaMpbell stressed critICISIT and
suggestions regarding the new hours from

"Society at large blamed technology for not
doing anything about it. People are now
coming hack to technology to solve
environmental pollution. urban problems,
crop supplies, energy. and other problems
that face us.- he said.
Noting that the College of Engineering
and Sciences at Orono has always been
committed to public service, and has had a
gond record of achievement within the
state. Myers emphasized that research is a
top priority and more funding is needed
especially for graduate students. Severe
shortages of research funding has forced
him to get support from the federal
government and private foundations.
Myers said. adding. state research funding
is of "little consequence."
Myers, who was once the chairman of
Notre Dame's Department of Electrical
Engineering and a member of the Radiation
Lab there, said he plans to appoint an
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Lifting the foam off the top
Last April, when students were trying to attain
approval of an on-campus pub proposal, there
was much furor over a small but significant
recommendation added to the proposal by
President Howard R. Neville.
After reading the original pub proposal,
Neville suggested that for five years, ten per cent
of the gross receipts be allocated toward funding
the Performing Arts Center and sports arena.

/Mahe
Campus

For some reason students balked at this idea;
pub committee members felt Neville a bit too
pushy with this recommendation, as pub receipts
were supposed to be handled by the Pub
Advisory Committee. Neville was tapping the
funds brought in by this non-profit organization
even before the first keg had been tapped.
The pub committee revised his suggestion to
read that an indeterminate percentage of the

Editorials

Maine '74... the uncampaign
With Maine's gubernatorial election only
seven weeks away, we find ourselves with an
almost total lack of hard campaigning going on.
Democrat George Mitchell and Republican
James Erwin, as well as the independents
Longley and Leen, simply aren't making a
concerted effort to be visible, viable candidates
for the state's highest office.
What can we expect from these men who
aspire to the Blaine House? Well, for one thing,
we can certainly expect diem to take definitive
stands on the many important issues this state is
confronted with. Supposedly, in a democratic
system, candidates are chosen by the voters on
the basis of what they stand for in the way of
political philosophy and governmental policy.
But if the voters are totally ignorant of their
respective stands on the issues, then they are
forced to vote along party lines, which indeed
may be just what the candidates tat least Erwin
and Mitchell) want. After all, it's easier to
convince many voters to get out and be "loyal"
to their party than it is to convince them of the
superiority of a given candidates policy stands.
In short, the people of Maine aren't
demanding enough of their candidates for public
office, and as a natural consequence, they aren't
getting enough.
Of course, we can predict there will be many
token appearances of the candidates around the
state in the coming weeks, but will we see a
state-wide televised debate of the hard-core
issues?
If we're lucky, all of the candidates may even

Commentary

show up on this campus, although it would be
naive of" +0 eveg suggest that they value the
student s(.‘e. We must remember that the
legislators. who are also professional pols,
were seriously kicking around the idea of
blackmailing the university with El million worth
of funding put in escrow until the Maine Gay
Symposium was called off. Does this sound like
people who really care about student interests?
UMO students favored the symposium by a two
to one margin.
So what, one might ask. Hasn't it always been
this way? Perhaps it has, but that doesn't mean
things can't change. It is time for the people of
Maine to call for more accountibility,
responsibility, and most of all, respect from their
public servants.
This year's candidates for the position of
governor of Maine need to learn they must earn
the respect of the voters by speaking out on
unemployment. inflation, Dickey-Lincoln, and
every issue of major importance.
We don't need the perrenial last-minute slick
p.r. campaigns, with their catchy slogans like
"Erwin This Time- or "Mitchell for Governor . • •
Candidates for public office shouldn't be sold
like soap.
What we do need is a concentrated period of
hard campaigning on the issues—starting now.
For once, Maine should elect a governor on the
basis of his stands on the issues, rather than on
the number of bucks he has for his ad agency.
Let's wait and see what develops.

gross receipts be at the disposal of Dr. Neville for
campus development and programs, and it was
decided this proposal was too vague. What
happened after that, students don't know. The
pub is here, and that's what we were after.
But several students who supposedly would be
most involved in the final draft of the pub
proposal don't know how the clause, which
assures that a certain percentage of the pub's
operating income will end up in the president's
office, was arrived at.
Perhaps this ignorance is the result of student
negligence, but we don't think so. Neville's
proposal was considered an interference; he was
dabbling in an organization students had long
been laboring for. But the fact remains that a
certain amount of the pub's income will find it's
way to Alumni Hall, supposedly to be used for
the development of this campus. Most of us
would like to see the Bear's Den developed; it's
bathroom atmosphere is hardly in line with the
intimation of a pub, or even, for that matter, of a
den. snack bar, or cafeteria.
We hope that pub receipts will be used to
renovate the Bear's Den; such a project could
easily eat away a substantial amount of the
income. We'd like to see the receipts used to
enlarge and improve Fogler Library. a project
which could consume the total income for years
to come. Students have a hard time finding a seat
in the library, never mind the difficulties often
encountered in trying to find a book. And there
are numerous other areas in which the
university could sorely use some extra money.
From the looks of the peeling walls and ceilings
in Stevens Hall, we'd guess the Paint Shop needs
a few extra gallons of paint.
Perhaps Dr. Neville plans to direct the money
he receives in areas such as these, but we know
the Second Century Fund Drive is foremost in his
mind, particularly in light of the problems it is
now facing in reaching the $3.5 million goal.
It could be Neville doesn't trust the judgment
of the Pub Advisory Committee, the body
originally assigned to the task of supervising the
pub and handling its income. This 22 member
hoard will be comprised of 12 students, and the
Administration isn't used to being the minority
voice on committees representing the two
bodies.

Mark Tompkins is a political science graduate
student at Orono. The editors of The Campus invite
all members of the university community to share
their thoughts tyith us. We reserve the right to edit
all material submitted for publication.

Mark Tompkins

The Nixon pardon-- lessons for posterity are lost
A recent CBS poll of 600 individuals
indicated that Gerald Ford's popularity had
plummeted 23 percentage points. Little
speculation is required before we can
reason that his unconditional pardon of
Richard Nixon was the precipitating factor
in this marked decline in public approval. Of
course, fluctuation in public sentiments
have always accompanied
perceived
political events so this statistical picture.
while significant, does not necessarily
predict President Ford's future political
impotency as various Congressional
leaders have implicated.
Furthermore, an analysis would not be
circumspect if it were to focus solely on
President Ford's political fortunes or
Richard Nixon's character for the
reprecussions of this particular decision
need
be considered
on
a
more
macro-oriented scale.
If we adhere to a myopic perspective of
.crald Ford's decision it would seem
perfectly rational to place him in a position
of ignominy. Nixon's reputed culpability
and seemingly unjust deliverance from

legal and public scrutiny has and will composed of citizens who are peculiarly
continue to elicit impassioned responses responsive to precedents whether they be in
from wide segments of the public.
the area of social mores, fashion, subside,
Admittedly Ford demonstrated human future cases of this sort will be subject to the
compassion in attenuating the severe influence of continued executive aggrandpsychological stresses Nixon must have izement and judicial powerlessness. In
been undergoing.This action. viewed from essence. Gerald Ford has gone one step
that perspective, is admirable. His further in institutionalizing executive rule.
extending the pardon, a prerogative of his It seems ironic that the subsequent
office, is. from a legal viewpoint, within the investigations follow ing Watergate and
confines of his constitutional powers. A related incidents tan opportunity for the
more
Machiavellian observer
might legislative and judicial branches to reassert
conclude that the pardon was included in a their continually waning powers vis-a-vis
previously negotiated Nixon-Ford package the executive branch) ultimately would be
deal. Any of these arguments is not without handled. speedily and absolutely., by the
merit and each reflects issues which office whose powers have been so
analysts, professional and novice alike, are caustically criticized.
currently exaniining with varying degrees
Perhaps more disturbing is the concept of
of acuity. But they are limited issues and an innocence being replaced by articulateness,
obsession with them threatens to obliterate wealth, and prestige as the coin of exchange
the true magnitude of Mr. Ford's recent in our court system. Ford's pardon reflects
actions.
The acceleration of the trend of bestowing
If we orient ourselves toward a more leniency upon those engaged in the more
inclusive perspective, we might reason that sophisticated, but nonetheless illegal.
Mr. Ford's apparent mercy is actully a "white-collar crimes." I can imagine the
enervation suffered by one individual in
portent for our legal system. Our nation is

San Francium now %cry mg a six-month jail
sentence for public drunkenness. At his end
of the social continuum pardons do no
appear to be a readily ay ailable commodity'.
In view of such disturbing trends,
Watergate was a showcase, an opportunity
to demonstrate everyone's accountability to
our laws. The aphorism stating "We are a
nation of laws, not of men seems somehow
to have lost its saliency. Watergate, too,
was potentially a precedent whose
constitutional,
political,
and
social
ramifications might have assisted in erasing
the duality of legal responsibility now
extant in our country. Nixon may have been
involved in political debauchery, a loss for
our political and legal systems. Yet the
intellectual and moral profits that might
have been salvaged would have been
immense and for this observer it is
disheartening to see such complete
bankruptcy.
For Richard Nixon land possibly 48 odic
defendants) freedom may have been won.
but for posterity the lessons of history have
been lost .
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To the editor
The married students are
getting it again this fall, gang!
Remember last spring when we
had the new policy of season
tickets for UMO athletics
dropped on us? Yeh, vou
remember that
one—that's
to shell out a mere $40 for
himself and spouse to purchase
a Season Pass to thir. year's
athletic contests. You single
students wouldn't be as familiar
with that change as it only costs
you tor Mom and Dad) $20 for
the same courtesy. Sure. I
know, leave the little lady at
homcand go to the game alone.
After
all,
she's
not
a
student anyway so why pay $20
for her? That's the obvious
answer for a single student who
takes a student date to a football
game on her Season Pass.
Whatever happened to the
"(MO Family''? My notion is
that it dissol% ed when the head
of the family tried to afford
admittance to a UMO sports
affair. I just happen to be too
broke as a married student to
spend $20 twice for my wife and
m%sclf to attend an occasional
r basketball game this

year. All the money spent on this
year's new -sports policy sure
doesn't make much sense to me
when !think that UMO offers no
sports scholarships.
Second monetary gripe:1 paid
one dollar last fall for a spouse
1.1). card to be processed for my
wife. I went into the library the
other day to have a teeny
validating hole punched in my
own I.D. card. It was validated
free while the price of the same
little hole in my wife's card was
another dollar. Remember now.
the card cost me SI last fall—no
new card this year. just another
buck to have a hole punched in it!
Face the
music, fellow
married students. Someone in
Finance must figure we have
Evel Knievel's money instead of
Richard Nixon's lack of it. I hope
there aren't any wise single
students v. ho'll respond with
"Quite your bellyachin and pay
sour bills.- Nothing would rip
me more—EXCEPT A BILL
FROM THE Finance Office for a
required Wife Registration Fee
for Fall Semester'
14.
John E. Gifford
Queen City Trailer Park
Bangor
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Clockwork Orange peeled
To the editor;
When I returned to this
campus last week. lhad my mind
prepared for another nine long
months of gnawing ennui and a
rampant cultural vacuum. But
then my Bear's Den-greasy
fingers fell upon a copy of
MUAB'S schedule of flicks for
this year. And behold!Negatron!
to the boredom says I. as my eyes
jumped from their sockets.
Yes, my droogies, Clockwork
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New Stocks of Cookware, Dinnerware, and
Giftware have just arrived!
SUCH FAMOUS NAMES AS ARABIA, BACCARAT,
BLOCK, CATHERINEHOLM, DANSK, DENBY, KALMAR,
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Orarime,that claddic of tomorrow land was playing in dear, old
Hauck. the lairof Ay I. I couldn't
wait. My ears rang with the
strains of the William Tell
Overture in double-time. My
yarblcd quivered at the thought
of a bit of ultra-violence.
The big night came. and I
waited in line an hour to catch a
glimpse of the most precise.
exciting movies ever made. But

yet another negatron, my.
droogies! Clockwork Orungc had
been cut. broken, and mutilated
as if Alex himself had been set
Loose in the can. I didn't think it
possible for an x-rated flick to be
knocked down to a GP so easily,
so ruthlessly, so doggedly. But 1
sae it happen.friends. anf
MUAB will get no more of this
dude's hard-wheeled cash. 1 was cured, all right.
It an
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Is MO keeping you
too occupied
to write home?
There is still time
toorder that subscription
to The Maine Campus.
$9. (Or $5 a semester.)
Two issues a week.

At
The new management welcomes you
back for FOOD and DRINK.
Grant's Shopping Plaza Open llam - lam.

tAny
State
Zip
%-• And leave the writing to us. --

AIR MAIL rates to EUROPE,
JAPAN, and SOUTH AMERICA
are slightly higher.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE MAINE CAMPUS.
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Bangor Community College comes of age and a
Story by Kate Arno
Photos by Dave Robb um

Bangor Community College —there is more
to it than just a new name.
What has been happening lately on "south
campus" began five years ago and has been
taking shape slowly but surely. Today the
Bangor campus is the site of one of the
University of Maine's two community colleges:
the other is the University of Maine at Augusta.
With its renaming this summer. Bangor
Community College is now recognized as a
college equal in status and administrative

relationships to the five other colleges at
BCC's evolution from the days when it was
known as "south campus." to the time it was
renamed the University of Maine at Bangor, to
today's community college status was a slow,
uncertain process. But if the Bangor campus at
one time stood unsure of its purpose, those
days are gone by and have been quickly
forgotten.
Today the Bangor campus is sure of its place
within the UM system and sure of its
mission —to provide the greater Bangor
community with a quality community college.
Its recent change in title serves to reaffirm that
mission and let the people of Bangor know
exactly what 40 expect.

Formerly part of the Dow Air Force Base,
which closed in the late sixties, the Bangor
campus became part of the university system in
July 1968 when it was acquired from the federal
government. Two months later it was used for
classroom and resident hall space. Known then
as the "south campus." it was regarded as an
annex of the Orono campus. integrated in
program administration with a free flow of
faculty and students back and forth.
That same year. under the direction of then
campus director Dr. Arthur M. Kaplan, who is
now Vice President for Student Affairs here.
plans for developing the campus along the lines
ot a community college were drawn up and
eventually accepted by the. UM Board of
Trustees in December, 1969. The trustees
resolved that "the Bangor and Augusta
campuses be developed as the first units of a
the
within
community college system
was
campus
renamed
the
university." In 1970
the University of Maine at Bangor and the
following fall students enrolled in two
law
and
studies
general
programs.
enforcement, separate from UMO with their
own faculty.
Implied in the campus' second name and
trustee mission statement was a growing
autonomy and eventual separation from Orono.
In 1971, when Dr. John Beckley assumed
leadership, work continued toward the greater
separation of the Bangor and Orono campuses.
While enrollment continued to rise, a
community college mission statement was
adopted. a proto-type campus administration
(including Dean of Student Affairs, business
office, admission office, student union, and
bookstore) was set up. new faculty were
recruited, and community service programs
continued to grow.
Yet, despite the apparent success of these
efforts, there were problems. Housing
conditions and busing complaints were
frequent as were complaints from the faculty
and students of the UMO-based two-year
programs in Life Science and Agriculture and
Engineering. In response to these concerns,
the decision was made in 1972 to return the two
programs to Orono. phased between 1974 and
1976 to coincide with the completion of the
English and math building being built on the
Orono campus.
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Still another concern plagued UM B's
evolution into an independent community
college. By observing the difficulties of the
Portland-Gorham merger, administrators at
UMO and UMB began asking themselves if
similar separation of Orono and Bangor could
lead to the same criticisms (competing courses,
duplication of effort) that had required the
southern Maine merger. UMB's independence
was put off into the indefinite future, leaving
Bangor with an indistinct purpose in the
university system, and leaving the separation
of administrative functions from UMO to be
considered on an individual basis in the
interests of efficiency.
When President Howard R. Neville arrived at
UMO and observed the limbo in which UMB
was suspended. he called for a change in the
status of the campus in his Jan. 28, 1974
convocation speech. His office drew up a
proposal that "the Bangor campus be
recognized as a college equal in status and
administrative relationships to the other
colleges in Orono with full retention of its
community college mission and policies
dependent upon that mission..." Soon after,
the sixth college of the University of Maine at
Orono was founded—the Bangor Community
College.
"Before, we had an indistinct relationship to
the people outside the university." recently
appointed BCC Dean Constance Carlson said,
"but now we have been given a more definite
purpose and greater visibility to the people of
the area."

We think we are the most competive: our products the finest, and our
servcie the best.
For a prompt quotation of Auto Insurance, Homeowners, Tenants
Homeowners, Combination Home and Auto policies, give us a call. It
could save you money and with today's high cost of living who wouldn't be
interested.
Premium budget plans available.
James W. McClure "33" Arthur G. Eaton, Jr.
Carroll F. Robertson
Providing Personal Insurance since 18R7
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Although precise enrollment figures are not
yet compiled, Dean Carlson estimates a full
enrollment this fall of 500 students. If
enrollment figures for the two Orono-based
courses are included, that figure soars to over
the 1,000 mark. Since last year, enrollment has
increased by over 100 students and applications
to several programs such as dental hygiene
were so numerous that the waiting list was cut
off in January. The law enforcement programs
have expanded to include more students, and
an eight-option human services program is in
the making. This fall a program option in
gerentology was offered for the first time and in
January a program option in chemical addiction
therapy will be opened.
Today BCC offers two year-courses in dental
hygiene, mental health and technology and
human services, law enforcement and general
studies, as well as the two-year Life Sciences
and Agriculture and engineering courses
presently being shifted to the Orono campus.
"I would hope to see general studies
enrollment grow,- the dean continued. "I hope
to see more people above the traditional college
age pick up courses either for a degree or for
their own cultural enrichment.- She noted
many "older'S students never finish the
two-year liberal arts program but transfer into
career programs at Bangor or liberal arts
programs at Orono. It is through this program,
particularly, she said, that BCC wants to be
"conscious of all the people in the Bangor area
who want to further their education.By next semester, Dean Carlson hopes to see
a liberal arts transfer program operating in
which any Maine resident may enroll for one or
more courses which will be fully transferable to
a baccalaureate program at Orono.
BCC will also continue in its offering of
degree programs, certificates, short courses
and institutes, and conferences—its primary
responsibility of providing educational programs to the Bangor community. To help in the
design of such courses, a 12-member Citizens
Advisory Committee has been organized.
Community representation is provided through
the committee's representation of banks,
business, public utilities, medical fields,
politics and civic work.
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Mary Sloanaker conducts one of the classes offered in
Dental Hygiene at Bangor Community College.

very apprehensive.'• She explains "things have
turned around in their minds— now it is how do
we use the opportunity (of working with a
larger institute) rather than how do we keep
from being swallowed!"
But a talk with student leaders on the Bangor
campus showed students still feel very
threatened by the merger of many activities.
Having been given a year's time to revise
BCC's student government. Student Senate
President Doug Gillespie notes the Oronobased directive assumes the two student
governments will merge by the end of the year.
But he, like many other BCC student senators,
are "building up a case to show Orono we
should have separate student governments.• •
"The problems we have on this campus don 't
often affect Orono. It would be a waste of their
time to discuss our problems and a waste of our
time to discuss theirs."
Noting an investigation was made into the
student council merger that occurred in "south
campus- days. Gillespie said he found Bangor
senators unhappy with the Orono senate's
response to their problems. He predicted the
same indifference would occur again.
"Things will go well,- he said, -if we work
together, keeping close communication — but
we'd like to stay autonomous. And it looks like
we will be spending this year convincing Orono
of this.'

THERE'S A NEW PIZZA WAITING *
FOR YOU --EVERYDAY!!! *
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ainnthar ivrl_."rtent need of the Bangor
community is being met at BCC this semester
through the establishment of a Women's
Center. Located on the ground floor of Lewiston
Hall, the center is being rennovated from the
remains of the health clinic once located there
before being moved to City Hospital. The
center's co-ordinator, Mrs. Belinda Huston,
explains its need by noting the large number of
"older" women in the Bangor area who want to
return to school but are uncertain of their
abilities. The center at BCC will provide them
with career and placement counseling as well
as some academic counseling and encouragement.
Besides the Women's Center, BCC tried to
"listen" to the special problems of community
residents through
another
means.
A
developmental studies lab, directed by Dr.
Clayton Pinette, conducts research into special
problems of writing, reading and math. When
students want to re-enter school after an
absence and apply to BCC under the open
admissions policy, they can be tested and their
academic level determined. Such students may
be placed in "refresher" courses before they
pursure their desired goal but, as Dean Carlson
notes, "they may find they do not have to go as
far back to begin as they though they would.
Many find that what they have learned in their
careers has taught them more than they
thought."
What Dean Carlson calls the "university's
biggest asset," its "individuality", is still
evidenced in its separate admissions policies
and counseling. Student services still exist
separate from Orono as well. In fact, student
union
activities
have been completely
reorganized this fall under the leadership of
assistant director of residential life, Ron
Hebert. Currently, physical rennovations are
taking place and by the end of the month, the
Student Union will have new drapes and a
carpet. The pub is open there, and a series of
Saturday night concerts are planned. Noon time
movies and weekly evening film features are
scheduled, as are craft workshops in silver
smithing, leather, candle making and hand
pottery.
But just how happy are BCC students will all
of these changes? Dean Carlson says "students
are very enthusiastic now, although they were

M. A. CLARK, INC.
46 Main St., Orono

florist

866-2100
Open 9am-5pm Mon-Sat.

PIZZA & HOT OVEN GRINDERS *
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
"Remember the name. you'll never forget the taste'.*
‘
1
WEDGE OF PIZZA & BEER ON TAP ;
f
I

Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 11:00 - 1:00
Fri. - Sat. 11:00 - 2:00
*
Sun. 12:00 - 1:00

12 Mill Street,Orono

*
866-4138 or 866-4471 *
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Bangor bus service ceases
Members of the university community
depending on Bangor's Hudson Bus Lines
for transportation between Old Town and
Bangor may soon have to look for rides
elsewhere.
The Public Utilities Commission has
permitted the financially troubled Massachusetts-based bus company to discontinue
service between the two communities Sept.
20. Officials in Old Town, Orono and

Feminists organize
Organization and support of community'
projects providing services to women
dominated the discussion at the first
organizational meeting of area feminists
Wednesday night in the Memorial Unin.
Support was enlisted from the forty
women present for the campus Day Care
Center. which at present provides services
limited to three-to six-year-old children.
Also, publication of a bi-monthly feminist
newsletter listing services available to
women of the Bangor/Orono area was
proposed.
a
Other announcements included
projected state-wide Feminist Film Festival
Its he funded by donations from the Orono
area. Funds totaling $1,000 have already.
been promised for the Film Festival.
Pat Arnold. who worked last year to
establish a crisis counseling center for
women with marital difficulties, indicated
development of this project. entitled
"Spruce Run." will continue. Finally, a
request was made by Carla Forsythe. a
lawyer with the Pine Tree Legal
for volunteers interested in being trained to
help women handle their own divorces
instead of seeking out lawyers.
Consciousness-raising lelti groups. for
discussion of female roles, problems, and
limitations in society, were also re-established. Another meeting of interested
women is planned in two weeks.

Veazie, however, are looking for ways to
avoid losing the bus service.
Old Town City Manager Peter Parker
has called a meeting to be held in Bangor.
"to find out if the area communities are
willing and able to subsidize a bus
service," he said. UMO Vice President for
Finance and Administration John Blake
has been invited to represent the university
at that meeting and will send a
representative. Blake commented the
university has a strong interest in seeing
the bus service continued.
He added the university is willing to
make arrangements for the buses to stop
on campus. Presently, the buses run on
College Avenue every hour on the
half-hour.
Blake explained. however, the university
cannot offer subsidies for this service. He
said such an action would be "improperly
spending
university
dollars on
a
non-university function."
The university community uses the bus
service primarily as commuter transit and
as an access to Bangor. Blake estimated
university-related people use the buses
primarily during the morning but very little
during the rest of the day.

This is one man who will no
longer be returning to UMO on a
regular basis, as a result of the
MI I =I I INN I

Students also use the service to reach
Bangor on Saturday. There is currently no •
bus service on Sunday.
Transportation from UMO to Bangor
Community College is not affected by the
PUC action. The university holds a contract
with an Old Town company for the
campus-to-campus service. Blake suggested transportation may be provided on
Sundays. Buses presently. run Monday Friday. and on Saturdays offer service to
and from special events.

discontinuance of the Hudson Bus
Bangor-Orono route.
richter photo
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ome on in—
Last roundup for the Pinto
Only 25 1974 Pintos
remain in stock!
The Pinto wagon offers a 60 cubic foot cargo
area when the rear seat is folded down,and in
the passenger compartment,a generous 37.3
inches of headroom and 40.8 inches of leg room.
Pinto Squire option with woodgrain vinyl paneling
has a three-way magic doorgate and more.

Prices start from $2684.
A big 2000 cc engine is standard. Refined
front and rear suspension gives you a
smoother, softer ride with easier handling.
Rack-and-pinion steering, bucket seats and
a four speed transmission give Pinto basic
value that has made it America's favorite
subcompact.
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MAINE MASQUE THEATRE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO

1974-75 SEASON

-THE SEAGULL
by Anton Cheithoy
I have written a comedy with
Arnold Colbath Director
OCTOBER 15-19

tons of love

(High School Theatre Workshop matinee Saturday October 19)

MARTY
by Poddy Chayefsity
James 5 Bost Director

•

Every 'dog has his day — even Marty

OCTOBER 27 and 28
(State Tour
October 15 ,
NO ADMISSION CHARGE

ME ROYAL HUNT DI THE SUN
A tale of gold and ruin with the Spaniards in
by Peter Shaffer
J No. nan Wilkinson Director

P••,._,

DECEMBER 10-14

U M 0 Opera Workshop (With the Maine Mosque Theatre)

OPERA TO BE ANNOUNCED
FEBRUARY 5 7 ond 8

(Maine Masque season ticiets not applicable)

MAJOR DAMARA
by George Bernard Shaw
James S Bost Director

Save the world

with gunpowder' Or religion'

MARCH 11 15

THE OPESTEIA
Probes the limits of revenge and justice
by Aeschylus
Director
E A Cyrus
APRIL 29

MAY 3 _

PERFORMANCES AT HAUCK AUDITORIUM - TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
CURTAIN AT 8 15 PM (MATINEE AT 2 IS PM)
THE STATE TOURING PLAY MARTY WILL BE PERFORMED ONLY ON SUNDAY AND MONDAY

SEASON TICKETS ON SALE AT HAUCK AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE
WEDNESDAY SEPT. 11 thru FRIDAY SEPT. 20 10AM —2PM.
OTHERS $6.00
STUDENTS $4
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New BASH Center opens
Bangor
established
recently
The
Area Student Health (BASH) Center will
provide Bangor college students with a
more comprehensive health program than
previously offered at the Bangor campuses.
According to Betsy Battick. Nurse
Administrator for the University Health
Center. the BASH Center will provide
medical services to students from Bangor
Community College as well as to students
trom subscribing institutions such as
Musson College and Bangor Theological
Seminary.
The Center is located at Bangor
ommunity College. Prior to its existence.
students in the Bangor area (excluding BCC
students) were forced to seek medical help

from Eastern Maine Medical Center, or
from private physicians.
Battick stressed Orono students housed
on the Bangor Campus will not be eligible
to receive health care at the BASH Center.
since part of their tuition fee finances the
UMO Student Health Center. Battick
explained these students are expected to
indite the health facilities provided for
them here.
The nurse administrator pointed out any
college student in the Bangor area, can
receive health care at the Bash Center, even
if they do not attend an of the institutions
subscribing to the health program. but the
student will be charged a fee for the service
provided. The service charges at the BASH
Center are -slightly less expensive than a
trip to the doctor.- she claimed.
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Fraternity Board faces debt difficulties
The refusal of the Student Senate to
approve the University of Maine Fraternity
Board's (UMFB) proposed budget has
resulted in complications for UMFB in
making payment on an $845 bank loan.
The debt. incurred after the financial
failure of a Chuck Berry concert sponsored
by UMFB three years ago, is due Dec. 23.
According to Jeff Bowie. UMFB vice
president. the concert cost nearly $3,000
and left the fraternity board with a net loss
of $1,500. Bowie. who had a hand in
drafting the budget request. said the loss
N as due to peior audience turnout.
the promoters
In order to pay
immediately after the concert. UMFB
gathered funds from various orgamiations
and individuals on campus. It was laser

In addition to paying the Board's
operating expense's. the Student Senate
allocated MOO to UMFB to make a loan
payment in the spring of 1973. How eser.
this year's Senate budget. reduced in many
areas, is apparently. unable to repeat the
grant.

Clifford Tumosa. UMFB treasurer.
expressed concern about %%hat would
happen if the loan is not paid in full by Dec.
23. The co-signers. namely the UMFB
officers, will then become liable. he said.
Although the present officers were not the
original co-signers. they would assume
responsibility if necessary . Presently no
other solutions have been considered to
alleviate UNIFB•s financial problems.

Bowie said UMFB submitted a budget
request of about $2,300 which, minus the
$800 debt, is less than the Board needs to
meet operating expenses. Operating
expenses. he explained, include office and
public relations expenses, plus the five
officers' salaries.

Jeanne Bailey. president of the Student
Government said when the original
allocation was approved two years ago.
UMFB promised to raise money in order to
pay the rest of the debt themselves. She
indicated financial help from the senate
would not be forthcoming.

decided to transfer the debt to a bank loan
from Merrill Trust.

The medical center I Oct. a comprehensive health program but does not offer
in -patient facilities. If a student from BC(
or a subscribing institution should require a
hospital room. the student will be given a
room in the Orono health center and pay the
same rates Orono students do.
he stall at the BASH Center consists of
one full-time doctor and nurse and a
part-time nurse.
Kama listed the hours for the BASH
Center as 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Monday.
through Friday. and from 8 am. noon on
Saturday .
After regular hours and in weekend% only
BCC students are eligible for health
treatment at the BASH Center, and Battick
requested students to seek aid at these
tines only in the case of an emergency . Her
request is based on the physician's heay %
s. hedule
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at STANDARD...Back-to-Campus

The Natural Way to Walk in the
Supernatural Shoes
FOR MEN and WOMEN
ROVER BOOT

32
ROVER
TIE

ROVER MOC STRAP

ROVER SANDAL

24

The feeling of walking
barefoot on the beach can
be yours all year long as
Rovers improve your posture by
lowering your heel and
guiding your footsteps to an
even stride. The luxury of soft
leathers is yours and every day
down-to-earth comfort can also be yours
A "must" try on today.

90

ROVER SLING

STANDARD SHOES

DOWNTOWN BANGOR• AIRPORT MALL • BROADWAY •PRESQUE ISLE •

WATERVILLE

26

• ROVER TIE
at all stores.
Other styles at
Downtown and
Airport Mall
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Dorm overcrowding eased
by utilizing BCC facilities
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Thc overcrowding situation in the
dormitories is not as great this year as
previously. according to Housing Director
Ross Moriarty. Last year all Orono transfer
and readr .- issions students were located on
the Orono campus. said Moriarity. These
students have been placed at the Bangor
ampus this year and will move to Orono as
sacancies become available.
Kevin Hill, director of housing for East
Commons. viewed the overcrowding this
year as a more tolerable situation.
According to Hill. the additional students
this year are more evenly distributed
throughout all the dormitories. In the past
most of the overcrowding was kscated in the

Wilford, D;m9nd
appointed chairman
of LSA department
I %so new department chairmen in the
(ollege of I ale Sciences and Agriculture
has'. been appointed to fill vacancies in
entomology and animal and veterinary
sciences_
or. John Wolford. a former member of
the poultry science faculty. at Michigan
State University. will head the department
of animal and veterinary. science. Dr. John
B. Dimond. member of the UM() faculty
since 19f01. has been named to succeed Dr.
Geddes Simpson. who retired in June. as
chairman of the entomology department

men's dormitories. but this year women's
dorms have been included.
"There appears to be a trend for more
students desiring on campus housing and
remaining there for the full four years."
Moriarity noted, citing poor off-campus
housing and the rising cost of living as
probable reasons.
Most overcrowded rooms are broken
down by January. Moriarity reported.
However, this year the process of
eliminating crowded living conditions may
take longer. In the past. readmission and
transfer students at the Bangor campus
were given first priority concerning
vacancies at Orono. This year. however. the
Bangor campus dorms were overcrowded
and as a result, the overcrowded rooms at
the Bangor campus will be moved to Orono
first. followed by the remaining transfer
anti readmission students, and finally
crowded rooms at the Orono campus will be
broken down.
According to several hcad residents the
problem of overcrowding appears to be just
the contrary—not a problem at all.
Complaints are minimal and usually
concern other aspects of dormitory life.
Long-range solutions to the overcrowding
problem are not definite. According to
Moriarity. several solutions have been
suggested. such as temporary housing to
construct on-campus or off-campus housing
similar to the Universits' Park. but
traditional dormitories will
not
be
—ostructed in it),- future.
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DOUBLE FEATURE at 7 PM
ALLEN FUNT'S
CANDID CAMERA PRESENTS
"What Do You Say to A Naked
Lady?" Plus Co-hat Shown First
"Midnight Cowboy"

Both Rated X
Al

Come in and try the most
amazing camera of our time.
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STATE STREET, VAZI
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COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE

Demo Day for the
Minolta XI(

THEATRES
UNIVERSITY c••-• 1

'trying out for the Maine are
Wally Sinclair,
Wayne
Masque production The Seagull Merritt, and Lisa Barrata.

"sans'a Dams,

Sat., Sept. 14th — 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
•••... • •

It took seven years to design and build
the Minolta XK. a unique efrctronie
Camera that s setting new standard
for 35mm photography
See si Minolta factory representative demonstrate the many
innovations and technological
advances that make the XK sO
outstanding
• Electronically controlled shb" The widest speed range avallat
on any camera.from 16 seconds
to 1/2000th second.
• Automatic and manual operation You set everything, or the XK
Sets itself based on your choice
of lens opening.
.Through-the-lens metering
Patented -CLC- system

4

.0
Ito

:.: 1111111111
!
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• The first total-system electronic
camera. Interchangeable viewfinders. focusing Screens, accessories and Rokkor-X lenses from
16mm fisheye to 1600mm supertelephoto. You can design the XK
to fit your own photographic needs
We salute Friday the 13th
with the
FRIDAY NIGHT FRIGHTS
Our Special showing at Midnight
tonight only
EbGAR ALLEN POE'S
"Pit and the Pendulem"
and
"Fall of the House of Usher"
Admission $ 1

)()

A great place to meet
after the bars close

*

fcatoram a inc.

Try the
Minolta XK

A Photographic Specialists'

111
minato
IsSessttif Systems

Tel 947-8067
11

irossmed Dee*

Broad St., Bangor, Maine
Open

Fri. 'Tit 9 and Evenings by

Appointment
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Field Hockey squad seeks
third consecutive state title
"We took the state tournament last year
and the year before and we hope to take it
again this year,— says women's varsity field
hockey coach Jeanne Walsh.
Last year the UMO squad finished the
regular season with a mediocre 3-3 record.
but in post-season tournament play they put
their game together and defeated three
teams who had earlier beaten them to take
the state title. This year Coach Walsh hopes
the team will play well during the regular
season as well as during the state
tournament but added, "there arc no easy.
opponents. We'll have to play. good hockey
to win.—
One obstacle the squad must overcome in
order to have a successful regular season is
their problem of slow starts. Walsh
explained not only did the team play below
par during the first segment of last year's

schedule, but they also have a tendency to
play poorly during the first half of
individual games.
A recent pre-season tournament at Camp
Merestead in Poland Springs, Maine, may
have given the team some of the additional
work necessary to remedy any early season
flaws they might encounter.
"I hope this camp experience will sive
them a little more incentive.— Coach Walsh
contemplated. "They knbw what their
their
capabilities arc. They know
weaknesses and what they have to work on.
There is room for improvement and they
know that too.
At Camp Merestead the UMO squad
fashioned a 3-1-2 record, losing only to
UMass (1-0) while trouncing the Maine
Club 3-0, the Central Maine Club 6-0. and
the Boston B team 4-0. Both of their ties, to
UNH and Bridgewater. were by identical
0-0 scores, so in all, UM() outscored their
opponents by a 13-1 margin. •
Walsh is especially pleased with her
fullback pair of Cyndy Chadwick and Mona
Sylester. which is understandable since
thcy. headed a defense which allowed only
one goal in six contests. The coach added
that even game officials praised UMW,
fullback duo by twice sending compliments
their way .
Offensively the team had trouble
coordinating their efforts early in the
tournament. but according to Walsh they.
"clicked — during their final two games as
the team romped 6-0 and 4-0.
In addition to Chadwick and Sylester at
fullbacks. the projected starting team
stands as I0110% s: wings. Chris Moulton and
Georgia Tuttle: inners. Paula Noyes and
Linda Clark: center. Lynn Shostak:
halfbacks. Cindy Small. Deb Chase. and
Linda Levesque; and goalie, Evelyn Foster.
Substitutes will be inner Melissa Fields and
halfback Linda Merservey.
The teams regular season opens on
Two home games follow.
Sept 21.4 at
AA Orono plays Colby Oct. 4 at 1 p.m.. and
Bow doin Oct. 8 at 3 p.m. An alumni game
is scheduled Oct . 5 at 10 am

Coach
Jeanne
Walsh
is
optimistic about her team's
chances of winning a third
straight state title.
ward photo

T & K SEAFOODS
fresh fish
live lobsters
packed for trave
air and car
Scallops
Oysters
°lams

I

Center St Brewer 989-5209
827-5571
Center St Old
YELLOW Rain Jackets
All Sizes $6.95
Visit our Sporting Goods
division for all your
gym wear needs

AIGOLDSMITH
MEN•S WEAR
SPORTING GOODS
ION Attain St Old Tovvn

Two(IMO players battle during first contest is Sept 28 at 17,41PI
ward photo
a recent practice session. I'MO's

SHOES

131

FOOTBALL
Spotbilt
White-Red-Black

SOCCER
Spotbilt-StyloBrine

TENNIS
Tretorn- Hyde
Converse

BASKETBALL-CASUAL
Converse All-Stars
Canvas and Suede

Felt Block Lettering
and Decals
Installed on Uniforms
Jerseys, Shirts, and Caps

THACK-JOGGING-CASUAL
Tigers-Converse-Puma
HIKING BOOTS by Danner
BOWLING SHOES by Hyde

WHILE YOU WAIT!

GYM BAGS All Colors

-•

TOP BRAND BIKES

•Fuji •Gitane •Concord

•Cazenave •Flandria
•Phillips •Humber

from 9am • 12noon

ALL YOU CAN BOWL
$2 per person

Mon. thru Thurs. 8-0; Fri. 8-9; Sot. 8-5

FREE COUPON
One FREE String
SPORTING
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Downstairs in the Brick Cellar
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Friday Special!

MERLE nounqn
COSMETICS
THE COMPLETE
MAKE-UP SELECTION
34 MAIN ST BANGOR
CALL 947-4006 FOR
YOUR COMPLIMENTARY
MAKE-UP LESSON
WIG SALES
AND SERVICE
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Black Bears try again tonight at Boston University
The Maine Bears will try to even their
season's record this Friday night as they
tackle the Boston University Terriers, the
team most consider to be the dark horse in
the Yankee Conference this season.

moving the ball in recent years. were
impressive as they displayed a well-balanced offense in a recent controlled
scrimmage in which they trounced
Springfield College. 49-6.

a team that has had its trouble

The 'Terrier stmngpoint last season was

last year and they really stung a lot of people
last season. Overall, I am pretty pleased.
but I want us to continue to improve.'
explained B.U. head coach Paul Kemp.

their defense and most of these defenders
arc back.
''Those guys are hitting even harder than

Offensively BU has three very solid
running backs in George Katapodis, Joe
Driscoll and Glen Murphy. Coach Kemp
indicated that they have been impressive
during pre-season drills.
"Along with our running backs.
quarterback Mark Ryll has been doing well
at quarterback. Also, we have a freshman
quarterback named Gary Geiger who shows
a lot of potential:. Kemp said.
The Terriers have a solid kicker in
freshman Terry Zirtidis a soccer-stvie
kicker. Zirtidis has hit field goals from as far
as 46 and 50 yards away in pre-season
practice.

McCormick an instant hero
Playing his first-ever collegiate football
liame for the University of Maine last
Saturday. freshman Rick McCormick
intercepted two passes with one of them a
circus catch near the Maine bench and ran
back one interception 49 yards.
Despite McCormick's heroics. the Black
Bears were upended by the Huskies. 14-7.
to start off what many felt would be one of
the school's better campaigns a bit
inauspiciously.
I'm really looking forward to the B.U.
game. I expect there will be a number of
my family and friends from Stoughton at
the game.- says Rich, who admitted that
the two interceptions in his first collegue
game constituted his biggest football thrill.
It wasn't the first time the MeCornick
had intercepted more than one pass in his
career. He intercepted three in one gameat Stoughton High and last year at North
Yarmouth Academy he intercepted two
passes in two different contests.
One of the two interceptions he contends
that his one-handed over-the-shoulder
grab was -lucky- while on his 49-yard
runback he told reporters. -my legs felt
like I was wearing snowshoes and the guy
coming up beside me from Northeastern
made me look like I was running
backwards.- he added.
Others singied out for compliments by
Abbott included guard Craig Gaspard who.
he said. domintrted the defensive man
assigned to him, royer back Jack Leggett
and lineback Steve Jones. Offensively.

Abbott was impressed with the running
and pass catching abilities of sophomore
Rudy Dipietro of Portland.
The Maine coach felt that there must be
an improvement in the Bears' running
game if his club is to hold its own with a B.
U. team that he rates as big. but faster,
than Northeastern.
"We might make a few changes but at
this moment I would say we would go with
the same starting units that opened against
Northeastern.- Abbott concluded.

The Bears will be coming off a 14-7 loss at
the hands of Northeastern.

401
01.

In the.opener the Bears didn't start to
move the ball with any consistancy until the
second half of play. Off tackle slants to Rudy
DiPietro and Mark DeGregorio seemed to
net more yardage than runs straight up the
• middle.
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The key' offensively tonight for Maine will
be the performance of the young offensive
line which will have its hands full against
the veteran B.U. defense. They will have to
provide more consistant blocking for Rudy
DiPietro. Don Cote and Mark DeGregorio
and they will also haye to give Rich Prior
more time to pass.

Halfback Mark DeGregorio,
who led the Bears in rushing last
season, breaks for daylight
against Northeastern. ward photo

Mateja named new
assistant trainer
Philip Mateja. 21. a graduate of theUniversity of Missouri at Columbia, has
been named assistant trainer in the UMO
athletic department.
Mateja. a native of Gurnee, 111.. replaces
Charles "Skip- Thayer. head trainer of the
Chicago Blackhawks club of the National
Hockey League, who had accepted the
UMO post last July but had to decline the
appointment after finding that the
severance of his Blackhawks contract
would bring about too heavy a financial
loss.
While attending the University of
Missouri, Mateja worked as a student
trainer and received a Bachelor of Science
Degree in education last May. His
appointment at UMO was effective as of
Sept. I. He is a certified member of the
National Athletic Trainers Association.

Rosa, Neal named
74 soccer captains

At certain times in last Saturday's game
the offensive blocking looked good and ii
was at these times, logically', that the Bears
moved the ball with some regularity.

4

Senior defensemen Tom Rosa and Rick
Neal hay e been selected co-captains of the
1974 UMO soccer team.
Senior goalie John Hackett. who worked
out strenuously all summer in preparation
for the season only to sustain a knee injury
during a practice session, was voted an
honorary captain. Hackett. from Nanuet.
N.Y.. was one of last year's tri-captains.
Due to his knee injury he will miss the enitre
season this year.
Rosa, who plays both halfback and
fullback, is from Lexington. Mass.. while
Neal. a fullback, is a native of Hingham.
Mass.

Defensively the Maine secondary.
altholi h it :niercepted four Northeastern
passes. will hay e to tighten up. But UMO's
front four will probably get most of the
action as the running game seems to be
B.U.'s bread and butter.
Last year the Terriers nipped UMO 16-13
and two years ago Maine was an upset
victor on RU's home turf 25-7.
Kick-off for tonight's game is scheduled
for 7:30 at B.U.'s Nickerson Stadium

The Depot Tavern

FULL & PART TIME SALESPERSONS

Open Mon - Sat 9:30 am - 1 am
next to the railroad
1°w,
corner of Water & Chester low,
low,
Old Town

Bangor—Orono---Old Town area
to sell Cable TV door-to-door.
excellent incentive-commission structure.
Car is neccessary.

lovi
prices

DANCING
The Augmented Fifth
28 Mill St., Orono
Newly remodeled with largely expanded inventory;
broader selections in blues, Jazz, blue grass, Folk,
current & past Popular music.
List Price $6.98 LP we sell for $4.99
List Price $5.98 LP we sell for $4.29
1,500 albums for between $1.99-$2.99
We also carry 15 different brands of guitar and
other instrument strings and accessories.
Open 10 am - 6 pm
Mon. - Sat.

Call Larry Anderson

947-4591

STEREO
COMPONENTS

•:-

McINTOSH
K LH
ADVENT
BOSE
DUAL
SANSUI
B &0
GARRARD

THORENS
WOLLENSAK
KENWOOD
KOSS
SAE
STANTON
TECHNICS
REVOX

TANDBERG
TDK (Tape)
SONY
MAR AN TZ
PHI LIPS
SHE RWOOD
SHURE

Maine's Largest lb Fidelity Dealer
CHECK US FOR PRICES
Portiand • Waterville • Lewtst “-1 • Bangor

New England Musk Co.

